
IN THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA 

 

                        CC case no: 41/13 

In the matter between: 

 

THE MINISTER OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT,           Applicant 

ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT 

PLANNING OF THE WESTERN CAPE       

 

and 

 

LAGOON BAY LIFESTYLE ESTATE (PTY) LTD               First Respondent 

 

THE GEORGE MUNICIPALITY              Second Respondent 

 

CAPE WINDLASS ENVIRONMENTAL                       Third Respondent 

ACTION GROUP AND 24 OTHERS  

            

 

 

APPLICANT’S PRACTICE NOTE 

 

 

 

Nature of the proceedings: 

 

1. Application for leave to appeal against the judgment and order of the Supreme 

Court of Appeal, delivered on 15 March 2013. 

 

2. The case concerns the lawfulness of a decision of the Applicant (“the Minister”), 

of 28 April 2011, in which he refused an application made to the First 

Respondent (“Lagoon Bay”) for the subdivision and rezoning of properties for 

the purposes of a proposed golf course and residential development between the 

towns of Mossel Bay and George. 
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Issues that will be argued: 

 

3. In July 2007 the then Minister (Ms Essop) amended the designation of the 

affected land in a “Structure Plan”, in accordance with s4(7) of the Land Use 

Planning Ordinance 15 of 1985 (“LUPO”).  In so doing she imposed a condition 

that “associated future zoning application in respect of the land concerned shall 

be subject to approval by the Provincial Government as the location and impact 

of the proposed development constitutes ‘Regional and Provincial Planning’”. 

 

4. On 14 July 2010 the Council of the Second Respondent (“the Municipality”) 

approved the rezoning and subdivision, pursuant to sections 16 and 25 of the 

land Use Planning Ordinance 15 of 1985 (“LUPO”).  The Municipality then 

referred the matter to the Minister pursuant to the condition in the 2007 decision. 

 

5. The Minister states that he decided the applications pursuant to both: (a) the 

condition in the 2007 decision; and (b) his own powers to decide such matters 

under section 16 and 25 of LUPO. 

 

6. Lagoon Bay attacks the Minister’s decision on two broad bases: 

 

6.1. First, land-use approvals always and exclusively raise issues of “municipal 

planning”, as that term is used in schedule 4B to the Constitution.  Under 

ss156(1) and (2) of the Constitution, the Municipality alone was thus 

competent to decide the applications, and its decision should stand as the 

final statement on this matter. 

 

6.2. Secondly, Lagoon Bay presents a broad attack on the substance of the 

Minister’s decision, on several of the bases in s6(2) of the Promotion of 

Administrative Justice Act 3 of 2000 (“PAJA”). 
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7. This gives rise to the following issues: 

 

7.1. The first issue is whether a condition forming an integral part of an earlier 

decision in a process of administrative decision-making, can be indirectly 

(collaterally) attacked as a basis to impugn a later decision; and whether 

such a condition can be directly attacked without impugning the entire 

decision of which it forms an integral part.  In this case, can Lagoon’s 

Bay’s attack on the Minister’s 2011 decision be sustained if the condition 

to the 2007 decision remains extant? 

 

7.2. The second issue is whether a decision, taken in accordance with statutory 

authority, can be attacked on vires grounds without attacking the 

empowering legislation.  In this case, can Lagoon Bay attack the Minister’s 

2011 decision without attacking ss16 and 25 of LUPO – which specifically 

empower the Minister to decide rezoning and subdivision applications. 

 

7.3. The third issue is the ambit of the competing constitutional functions of 

“municipal planning” (in schedule 4B to the Constitution), on the one hand, 

and “provincial planning” (in schedule 5B to the Constitution) and 

“regional planning and development” (in schedule 4A to the Constitution) 

on the other hand. 

 

7.4. The last issue is whether Lagoon Bay has made a case to review the 

Minister’s 2011 decision on any other basis in terms of PAJA. 
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Portions of the record that are relevant: 

 

8. See annexure to this practice note. 

 

An estimation for the duration of oral argument: 

 

9. The case can be fully argued within one (1) day 

 

Summary of the Minister’s argument: 

 

10. A summary is attached. 

 

Authorities on which the Respondent’s will place particular reliance: 

 

11. A list of authorities is attached to the Applicant’s heads of argument, which 

denotes those cases on which particular reliance will be placed. 

 

 

SEAN ROSENBERG SC 

 

 

 

ANDREW BREITENBACH SC 

 

 

 

DAVID BORGSTRÖM 

 

Chambers 

Cape Town 

18 June 2013 


